Expression of Interest (EOI) for production of TMR with fortified straw/crop residue under Public Private Partnership (PPP)
mode-Clarifications on the Queries raised in the pre bid meeting held on 16.6.2017
S no
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As per the EOI, it is proposed to have one TMR Plant in each district.
However, there are no participants for Srikakulam, Vizianagaram,
kurnool, Kadapa, Anantapur and Chittor and for other districts there
are 2/3 contenders
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As per EOI, state Govt. will also support the go-downs for storage of
raw material and finished product- % of subsidy and amount
Regarding protein level in the TMR, the participants expressed that
15% is on high side and it may be around 12% level
Size of Mash
The Proportion of Mash, Blocks and pellets required to be supplied to
department may be made known, so that the machinery and total
investment required can be arrived.
Net worth Statement-Is it applicable for individuals also
PPP exposure -whether it can be in any field
Buy back guarantee- assured by the nodal agency till the recovery of interest
free loan provided by the Govt. as advance- What will happen subsequently

Technical knowledge on TMR- Source on technology , equipment,
formulations, etc

Clarification
The Participants are advised to indicate the names of
three districts in the order of preference in the EOI
and the Department is also free to allot uncovered
districts to some of them.
It has been clarified that 50% Subsidy is available on
cost of machinery, however the units which availed the
subsidy earlier are not eligible second time. If they wish
to have another unit in some other district.
The extent of storage space required, its cost and the
support to be extended is under examination of DAH
It is proposed to have two types of TMR i.e. Type I-12%
Protein and Type-II- 15 % protein levels
The size of mash may be 0.5 to 1.0 cm
Normally the demand is more for mash and blocks.
Accordingly, the proposal may be for these two forms of
TMR only
Applicable to company's/ firms as per the format
It may be for any activity with documentary evidence
The buy back is assured to the PPP partner till the recovery
of interest free loan provided by Govt. and also partner's
investment including bank loan. Simultaneously one can
explore other markets
The participants were advised to approach Faculty of
Nutrition department of veterinary university for more
clarifications on technologies involved, formulations, etc.
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